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Home Connection: Compound words
Your reader has been learning about 
compound words—words that are made up 
of two or more smaller words, such as the 
word baseball. As you read the story with 
your reader, help him or her identify the 
compound words in the story and make a 
list. Encourage your reader to think of other 
compound words he or she knows and add 
those to the list.
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Welcome to the neighborhood, 

Diane! We have an adventure 

for you! When your mom says it 

is okay, come over to our house. 

Love,  
Aunt Judy and Dylan

Diane read the note she found in the 
mailbox of her new home. She looked across 
the road. Her Aunt Judy and cousin Dylan 
stood on their porch, waving.

“What’s that?” asked Diane’s mother as she 
hauled a box of dishes from the car. She was 
smiling as if she already knew.

Diane showed her mother the note. Mom 
read it and then said, “Put your suitcase in 
your bedroom. Then you may go see what 
they have planned.”

Diane took her suitcase inside. She liked  
her new house. It would be fun living near  
her aunt and cousin. What kind of adventure 
could they have in mind for her?
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Diane watched for cars and then hurried 
across to Aunt Judy and Dylan’s house. She 
gave them both hugs. 

“I think it’s super that you moved to  
our town,” said Dylan. “Now we can play  
together all the time!”

“We’ll be going to the same school, too!” 
said Diane.

Aunt Judy handed Diane a big basket. Inside 
the basket was a note that read, “This is your 
first clue. Look for the house that’s blue to 
find clue number two!”

Diane scratched her head, confused.

“It’s a scavenger hunt,” explained Dylan. 
“Each clue will help you learn about our 
neighborhood. The clues will also help you 
solve a mystery and find a prize!”
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To find clue  
number three,

look for a sign  

   with “We.”

“Fun!” shouted Diane. She took off down 
the sidewalk with the big basket bumping and 
bouncing on her lap. Her aunt and cousin 
scrambled after her. 

There was one blue house on the block.  
The woman who lived there, Mrs. Jones, gave 
Diane an orange bandana she had sewn. She 
also gave Diane a note that read, 

With the bandana in the basket, Diane 
moved on to the next block. She spotted a 
toy store called “We Love Toys!” Inside, the 
owner welcomed Diane to the neighborhood. 
He gave her a red rubber ball and another 
clue. It said, “For clue number four, look for 
the green door!”
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“What are the bandana and ball for?” Diane 
asked Dylan when they were back outside. 

He grinned. “It’s your mystery. What do 
you think?”

“I know. Maybe I am collecting things  
in the neighborhood that begin with the  
letter b!” exclaimed Diane as she raced ahead. 

“Hey, slow down!” called Aunt Judy with  
a chuckle.

Diane discovered the green door belonged 
to a hardware store. Inside, a teenager named 
Sue handed Diane a short leather band with a 
buckle. Dangling from the band was a tag with 
Diane’s name and address.

“I was right! I have a leather band. That  
is another b word. I wonder why it has my 
address on it.” Diane said.

“I can’t tell you,” said Sue with a wink,  
“but you’ll find out soon!”
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Diane put the leather band into the  
basket with the ball and bandana. 

Sue said, “Here’s your next clue!” 

Diane opened it and read it aloud.  
“Where do you think you’ll find your fifth 
clue? Try the store that sells blueberries,  
milk, and shampoo!”

“Only a grocery store sells all three. Is 
there a grocery store somewhere nearby?” 
asked Diane.

Aunt Judy said, “Turn right at the corner 
and see!”

Diane went to the corner. Up the block was 
a big store with a rack of shiny grocery carts 
parked by the door. 

“I’ll get there first!” shouted Diane. She and 
Dylan raced up the sidewalk to the store. 
Aunt Judy trotted after them.
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The store manager gave Diane two purple 
plastic bowls and a clue. 

“Bowl begins with b too, but why didn’t I  
get blueberries?” she asked.

Diane read the clue, “For your sixth clue 
take a look in the place where you get a book!”

“A library!” declared Diane. 

“Yep!” said Dylan. 

Diane thanked the manager. With the 
bandana, ball, band, and bowls in her basket,  
she left the store.

Beside the sidewalk, Diane spied a sign with 
a picture of a person reading a book. An 
arrow pointed left. 

“The library is this way!” she said to Aunt 
Judy and Dylan, and off she went.

The library 
was a stately 

brick building 
covered in lacy, 

green ivy. Inside, 
Aunt Judy helped Diane 

sign up for a library card. 
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The librarian gave Diane her last clue. It said, 
“Back home you go to find your prize. It will 
be right there before your eyes!” Then she 
handed Diane a book on puppy care.

Diane said, “I think I know what the prize is!”

Over the lumpy, bumpy sidewalk they flew. 
Diane’s heart was pounding like a drum.

Diane’s mother greeted her in front of 
their new house. She was holding a fuzzy, 
squirming puppy. The puppy was as white and 
fluffy as a cloud.

“Yay!” exclaimed Diane. The puppy leapt 
into her arms, almost knocking her over.  
Diane laughed.

Diane buried her face into the puppy’s 
summer-warmed fur. “Thanks, everybody!”  
she said. “Blanco and I are  
going to love our new  
neighborhood!”


